
Mapetiles
Removable System

REMOVABLE SOUNDPROOFING
AND ISOLATING SYSTEM

FOR LAYING CERAMIC FLOORS



Removable soundproofing and isolating system
for laying ceramic floors

WHAT IS THE MAPETIlES REMovAblE SySTEM?
Mapetiles Removable System is a system for laying removable 
ceramic floors. The system comprises a double-sided adhesive film 
and soundproofing sheets. The two sides of the film Mapecontact 
Release have a different degree of tack to guarantee a good bond for the 
soundproofing sheet Mapesonic CR while allowing the film to be easily 
removed without leaving traces of adhesive on the substrate.

1. Existing ceramic flooring to be protected
2. New ceramic flooring laid using the Mapetiles Removable System

Mapetiles
Removable System
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BEFORE and AFTER



INSTRUCTIONS - Phase 1
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AppliCAtion of MApEContACt RElEASE 
50 mm Edging BAnd And MApEContACt 
RElEASE 750 mm Roll

1. Clean the existing flooring

2. Apply Mapecontact Release edging band along the 
walls and around doors and openings. Do not remove 
the protective film. Do not overlap different pieces of 
Mapecontact Release edging band; butt the ends   
together and trim them to suit.

3. Unroll the Mapecontact Release roll in the same direction  
the soundproofing sheets are to be laid while pressing down 
lightly on the roll.

4. Where possible, overlap adjacent pieces of film, massage 
them firmly and trim to suit. The roll of Mapecontact 
Release may overlap the edging band as long as it is then 
trimmed to suit.

5. Alternatively, butt adjacent pieces of film together           
(make sure there are no overlaps). 

Note: the side with the strongest adhesive is protected by a 
liner and must face upwards when applied.
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INSTRUCTIONS - Phase 2
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AppliCAtion of MApESoniC CR 
SoundpRoofing ShEEt

1. Lay out the sheets of Mapesonic CR over the entire 
surface, butt them together and trim to suit.

2. Roll up the Mapesonic CR sheets for half of their length 
leaving the remaining half unrolled.

3. Peel off the protective liner from the Mapecontact 
Release rolls and edging band up to roll of Mapesonic CR.

4. Cut and remove the protective liner from the      
Mapecontact Release. 

5. Lay the first half, previously rolled up, of Mapesonic CR 
(make sure there are no air bubbles or creases) and 
massage the surface crossways with a firm roller.

6. Roll up the second half of the Mapesonic CR sheet and 
remove the rest of the protective liner.

7. Slowly lay in position the remaining part of the   
Mapesonic CR sheet, massage and go over the surface of 
the Mapesonic CR sheets with a roller and trim the edges 
around the room.
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INSTRUCTIONS - Phase 3
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Bonding And gRouting CERAMiC flooRing

1. Bond new ceramic flooring with adhesives such as 
Elastorapid or Kerabond mixed with isolastic, Keraflex 
Maxi S1 or ultralite S2.

2. Use the double-buttering technique to bond the tiles.

3. Install the new ceramic flooring.

4. Grout the tiles with ultracolor plus, Kerapoxy CQ or 
Kerapoxy design.

5. Clean the joint with the Scotch-Brite®.

6. Clean the joints with a sponge.

7. Ready for use.
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INSTRUCTIONS - Phase 4
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1 and FINALLY...



REMoving flooRing

1. Break the flooring with a hammer and flat chisel starting 
from the corner of one of the tiles, use a sucker-cup to 
remove the broken tiles and then remove the Mapecontact 
Release + Mapesonic CR, taking care not to damage the 
floor underneath.
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Technical documentation
From the technical area menu you can view the 
technical documentation divided per product lines 
and type of document.

HEADQUARTERS
MAPEI SpA 
Via Cafiero, 22 - 20158 Milan
Tel. +39-02-37673.1 
Fax +39-02-37673.214
Internet: www.mapei.com
E-mail: mapei@mapei.it


